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Pausing for Moral Thought

I

slamic banking has unquestionably gained the
immense support of the Muslim masses during
the last two decades. In addition, large conventional banks too are turning towards Islamic banking and offering 'Islamically acceptable' products.
In the West also, banks, such as Citibank,
Kleinwort Benson, ANZ Grindlays and Flemings,
to mention only a few, are opening 'Islamic
Windows' which aim to invest funds in accordance
with Islamic principles. The rapid growth of
Islamic banking is evidenced by the fact that as of
today some US$100 billion are being managed
Islamically and that this figure is growing at five
per cent per annum.
This rapid growth in Islamic banking has raised
a number of issues concerning strict conformity of
products offered by various financial institutions to
the Shariah.
When a conventional bank promotes its own
brand of 'Islamic product', it sets out to provide a
service which it considers to be as close to the interpretations of Shariah as can be achieved by its particular Advisory or Supervisory board. This fact
was repeatedly highlighted by fund managers at a
recent conference on Islamic Equity Funds held in
London.
There is a basic assumption that when a fund
manager, for example, is offered a set of rules by
which to develop a product, he will from the outset
ensure compliance with the principles of Islamic
financial rulings offered to him. Due to the diversity of interpretations given by Shariah advisory
boards with regards to Islamic commercial law,
Fiqh Al-Muamalat, based on the four main schools
of thought - Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbali the, Islamic banker is given a complex framework
to which his product must conform. It is evident
that Islamic products available in the market place
can be the root of much heated debate with regards
to their 'Halal' nature.
Instead of participating constructively in this
discussion, the conventional banking sector, and to
some extent the Islamic institutions, have adopted
an indifferent attitude towards this issue, distancing themselves from any responsibility as financial
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experts in actively refining Islamic products until
they are completely 'Halal'. The onus is placed on
the Shariah board to provide exact and binding
guidance from their analysis of Islamic Law.
A gap between financial experts and Shariah
experts exists, with each side having little knowledge of the other's field. The fund manager in the
conventional banking sector has little responsibility
placed upon him for the process of Islamisation yet
it is he who determines the final product structure.
During the seminar, the lack of basic Islamic banking knowledge was demonstrated particularly well
by a senior 'Islamic fund manager' from one of the
more reputable firms who had difficulty in understanding the difference between Mudaraba and
Murabaha or indeed the meaning of each term!
This is a serious shortcoming in the product
development process. Since there is no regulatory
body in Islamic finance and on a more operational
level, no set of professional Islamic finance qualifications, the question arises as to how a moral commitment to the attainment of actual Islamic products can be realised.
Conventional banks and further, non-Muslims
in the Islamic financial scene find themselves at a
disadvantage as compared to their Muslim counterparts, aiming solely to do effective business. Whilst
the business of providing Islamic products may
have to date been nurtured by the banking community in general, it is clearly time that Islamic financial institutions take a moral stand on the development and refinement of their products, since this is
the core issue in the Islamic transaction.
Islamic banking re-emerged during the last two
decades mainly for the realisation of Islamic objectives to eliminate Riba from the economy, to establish equity, justice, elimination of exploitation and a
just society.
Clearly, Islamic financial institutions cannot rely
solely on Western banks and financial institutions
to structure products that are truly Islamic. The
Islamic banks and Shariah scholars must accept this
responsibility and work in close collaboration to
eliminate grey areas and design products which are
truly Islamic.

Tomorrow's Takafol Products
Contemporary Western insurance products are considered "unIslamic" as they contravene many of the Islamic principles,
writes Ikram Shakir. For instance, it is considered gambling to
lose an insurance premium to an insurance company if the
insured event does not take place, additionally the investment
of the policyholders' funds cannot be based on Riba. As
demand for Islamic personal insurance products increases amongst Muslims,
Takafol is their only alternative to contemporary insurance.
slamic insurance products have existed, in one shape or mortality risk was shared on a solidarity basis so that any
another, for several years but the real impetus came loss or profit due to mortality was shared between the polduring the early 1980s when such products appeared in icyholders. However, the Takafol savings products only
Western Europe mainly due to the efforts of Dar Al-Maal offered a small death cover, which limited their appeal to
Al-Islami, one of the biggest Islamic financial institutions prospective customers.
It was expected that other Islamic insurance products
in the world, through its Takafol subsidiaries.
Business conditions for Islamic financial institutions would be made available to cater for a variety of insurance
were very favourable at the time and Takafol products needs amongst the Muslim community, such as term
were well received by the ethnic Muslim community liv- assurance, mortgage protection or old age annuities, but
ing in Western European countries. The first generation of the process of introducing new Takafol products has been
emigrant Muslims to Western Europe had established very slow and, to some extent, non existent.
In order to be successful and profitable, it is imperathemselves successfully, but found the prejudices and discriminations of the host communities coming to surface. tive for a Takafol company to offer a wide range of prodMuslims were facing a crisis of identity and this created a ucts, and Takafol should not continue to be seen as a very
narrowly based product operation. The Muslim communichain reaction.
These social problems were expressed through the ties in Western Europe have very high expectations from
establishment of a number of mosques and Halal meat and Islamic institutions in offering a complete Islamic system
Islamic food shops throughout Western Europe. for their daily financial and insurance needs.
Simultaneously, non-interest bearing bank deposits and Islamic sav- In order to be successful and profitable, it is imperaings funds became more popular tive for a Takafol company to offer a wide range of
within Muslim communities.
The prevailing social and eco- products, and Takafol should not continue to be
nomic environment in Western seen as a very narrowly based product operation.
Europe gave an encouraging start to The Muslim communities in Western Europe have
Takafol operations in Western
very high expectations from Islamic institutions in
Europe. The early types of Takafol
products were unit-linked savings offering a complete Islamic system for their daily
plans where the benefits of the poli- financial and insurance needs.
cy were notionally linked to the
However, until recently, only a part of this Islamic
value of the underlying assets in the internal funds of the
Takafol company. Those products were, in general, com- financial system was offered. Just imagine how difficult it
plying with Islamic Shariah principles regarding the type would be to explain to a prospective policyholder that he
of investment and risk. In particular, the following princi- should take out a Takafol savings plan for savings purposes, but should rely upon the Western insurance industry
ples were observed in the product design:
for other insurance needs. It is therefore imperative to
• Riba-free investments
design
and market Islamic products that can meet the
No
deception
(i.e.
transparent
and
clear
definition
of
•
wider insurance needs of the Muslim community.
benefits and charges)
What are the likely products for tomorrow?
• No profit to the Takafol company from favourable
The Western insurance products have evolved over
mortality experience
the
last two centuries to meet the social and economic
• Based on solidarity principles rather than probabilities
needs
of the population. As Muslims in Europe are living
(principles of gambling)
In order to comply with the above rules, the Takafol in the Western social and financial environment, they have
policyholders' funds were invested in short-term assets similar social and financial problems and their insurance
without any fixed interest or guarantee of capital and the needs are therefore very similar. In order to identify which

1
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A
products may have a wider appeal for Western European vided by the State, people are living longer than ever
Muslims in future, it may be helpful to first identify the before (on average life expectancy has increased by 4 years
factors which affect the insurance market. Some of the pri- over the last twenty years). However, this is not the only
mary factors are as follows:
cause of ageing. The other cause is to be found in the sud• Changes in legislation
den increase of fertility rates between 1950 and 1960 (a
• Budgetary constraints
phenomenon known as the baby-boom) and the subse• Political Uncertainty
quent drop in those rates (the baby-bust). Figure 1 illus• Ageing population
trates fertility rates in Western Europe from the twenties to
• Longevity
the eighties.
• Changes in social habits
It can be seen that there was a sharp rise in fertility
• Competition
rates after World War II, followed by a sudden drop in the
• Available Investment
late 1960s. Some people call this phenomenon a time
• Distribution
bomb, but it can be better described as a tidal wave
• Risks Involved
because a time bomb explodes only once whereas this pheThe most important factors affecting the insurance nomenon has recurrent long-lasting consequences. As the
industry are perhaps the ageing population, due to the baby-boomers aged it created temporary demand for agebaby-boom/baby-bust cycle in the 1950s and 1960s, and specific products but, as the baby-busters replaced the
longevity due to the improvement in health care and eco- baby-boomers, these areas of temporary high demand
nomic living conditions. Other key factors are political and immediately contracted.
fiscal: the EU Member States are facing State budgetary
In the 1950s, there was a high demand for kinderdeficit and constraint due to the intro
duction of the single European currency
and the increasing cost of pensions and 4.2
health care.
\iii\41./1\41014,4441.....
This suggests that insurance prod3.8
ucts for which there will be a higher
demand in future are likely to be old age 3.6
pension, annuity, medical care and long 3.4
term care products.

Pension and Annuity
Products
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We are all very familiar with the
three pillars of the Western pension system:
• State pension schemes,
• Occupational pension schemes, and
• Personal savings.
In the EU Member States, the State is
by far the biggest provider of retirement
benefits. However, the system is now
Figure 1 - Fertility Rates from 1920 to 1990
being questioned. Studies indicate that a
male joining the State scheme at normal
age and retiring at normal retirement age will receive on gartens and schools, which had to close down later due to
average 62% of his contributions, which may not be con- a lack of attendance. In the late 1960s, the demand was in
sidered as a good investment. In addition, the current sys- the higher education sector, which was followed by a
tem is based on "pay-as-you-go", which means that the recession with the consequence that many teachers were
State collects contributions form the working population made redundant and many schools were closed. In the
1980s it was housing, appliances and commercial office
and pays it out to pensioners.
This system works as long as there are more contribu- space. In the year 2020, the demand will probably be in the
tors than actual pensioners, but it will come under tremen- medical, pharmaceutical and old care houses sector.
What will happen when baby-boomers reach retiredous pressure as the number of pensioners grows. It is a
ment
age? Baby-boomers, who were trying to save the
well-known fact that the population in Western-Europe
and North America is ageing, i.e. that the ratio of older world in the 60s, will find it very hard to save their State
retirement income. It is expected that by the year 2020, in
people to younger people is constantly increasing.
Europe,
there will be only two workers contributing to the
Clearly, as a result of the excellent health service proNew Horizon August 1997 4

State scheme for every pensioner. See figure 2.
With the State schemes being "pay-as-you-go", it
becomes obvious that the State pension system will face
serious financial challenges by the year 2020. There will be
a systematic reduction in benefits with an increase in contributions, and one can expect that the demand for personal pension products and occupational pension schemes
will therefore grow dramatically. This will be equally
applicable to the Muslims living in Western countries. This
will be a real opportunity for Takafol companies and they
should be ready to offer private pension plans to their
niche market.
In particular, life annuities will be in higher demand,
where Takafol companies will be required to cover the
longevity and investment risks. However, Takafol companies should bear in mind that, due to the increase in life
expectancy, the mortality of pensioners has shown
remarkable improvements in recent years and the actual
mortality improvements are much higher than the projected improvements used in the pricing of annuity products.

people will require some long-term care at one time or
another, which offers big potentials to Takafol companies.
Benefits normally cover the cost of any external assistance
required to carry out such activities as feeding, bathing,
dressing, transferring to and from bed or chair, going to
the toilet, etc. The target market for long-term care products could be the middle income group and the distribution could be through Islamic banks, occupational pension
schemes and normal Takafol distribution channels.

Medical Care Products

Modern medicine and health care in the European
Union has helped to improve life expectancies but it has
not improved the health and quality of life at older ages. In
a recent research carried out in the USA, it was found that
on average 77 per cent of all health care expenses occur
during the last six months of our life.
As a result of the ageing population, one can expect
that the demand in the medical care sector will become
higher. However, as a result of budgetary
constraints, EU States may not be able to
finance medical care expenses and there
is a risk that the benefits paid out by the
sickness fund may be reduced in future.
This is already happening in some countries where hospitals are being closed, the
availability of hospital beds is being
restricted for people above a certain age,
and medical subscription charges are
being increased.
This indicates that private individuals
Figure 2 - Ratio of pensioners to contributing workers
have to find extra cover from the private
industry. As a result, the demand for medical care prodAn analysis carried out recently shows, in particular, ucts is likely to increase and Takafol companies should be
that the improvement in male rates and in the annuity ready to provide such products to the Muslim communiamounts is significant, and clearly warrants a health warn- ties. Takafol companies could, for example, offer the foling. Consideration should therefore be given to those fac- lowing covers:
tors when designing pension and annuity contracts.
• Ordinary medical care (where normal medical expenses are paid on an indemnity basis)
• Major medical expenses (where fixed lump sum beneLong Term Care Products
fits
are provided in respect of defined medical procedures)
Due to old age, or as a result of an accident or disease,
•
Critical illness products (where the risk of diseases
some people lose some of their mobility and need special
such
as heart attack, stroke and cancer is covered)
assistance to carry out daily activities. In the worst cases,
•
Total
health care products (where critical illness, med24-hour assistance may be required. The average length of
ical
care,
life
cover and long-term care covers are provided
such assistance normally varies between 6 to 12 years but
under a single cover).
it can be longer in certain circumstances.
In the past, the family used to provide such assistance.
However, because of the changing family structure (single
parent families, divorces, working women, etc.), it appears
that the family is no longer in a position to do so and,
therefore, some external assistance is required. This can be
quite expensive and, as State pension benefits and disability benefits are usually insufficient, extra cover could be
provided through Takafol policies.
The current estimate is that about 25 per cent of retired

Other issues
The word "Takafol" may portray the real meaning of
risk sharing on a solidarity basis in the Arabic language,
but it is not commonly used and understood by the
Muslim community living in Western Europe. It is already
difficult for a Takafol salesman to convince somebody that
he should take a Takafol policy and having to explain
what Takafol is, adds even more difficulties in the selling
New Horizon August 1997 5

process. It would perhaps be better to use "Islamic insurance". This method was successfully used by the Islamic
banking industry and a similar process could be
employed by the Islamic insurance industry.
One of the main difficulties probably experienced by
Islamic financial institutions is to design products which
can meet the insurance needs of the Muslim community
living in Western Europe without contravening the basic
Islamic (Shariah) principles.
When designing a new product, considerations
should be given not only to its adequacy, but also to its
competitiveness. For that purpose, both the investment
strategies and the product charging structure need to be
carefully defined.
For example, it should be noted that funds invested
in short-term assets usually provide lower returns than
those invested in longer term assets - since the liabilities
of a Takafol company towards its policyholders are
longer term by nature, it is considered prudent to invest
the policyholders' funds in long-term assets. As regards
the charges, the use of single mortality rates puts some
people at a disadvantage, which may reduce the product attractiveness to some prospective policyholders.
Takafol should devise systems under which it should be
possible to invest in longer term assets and to use different mortality rates without contravening Shariah principles.
Takafol managers are well aware of the insurance
needs of their customers but may not be well experienced
in the interpretation and application of Shariah principles, whereas Shariah experts (religious leaders) may not
fully comprehend the commercial requirements of a
Takafol company. Therefore, there is a need to educate

both sides in each other's disciplines and to maintain a
continuous dialogue between them so as to find pragmatic business solutions under which the Takafol products
are acceptable on Shariah principles, and offer competitive terms to the Muslim community for their insurance
needs.
Institutions like DMI and the Islamic Institute of
Islamic Banking and Insurance (IIBI) are already doing an
excellent job in the development and promotion of
Islamic financial systems. They should try to accelerate
this process further by providing a forum where Takafol
managers and Shariah experts can communicate with
each other.
According to some estimates, there are over 6 million
Muslims living in Western European countries. That
offers a very substantial market size to Islamic financial
institutions. The Western insurance industry is facing
problems in identifying its market and is going through a
phase of consolidation and repositioning. With a defined
market in Europe, Takafol companies do not face this
problem. They potentially have a very prosperous future
ahead of them, provided they can offer efficient Takafol
solutions to the Muslim communities.
Ikram Shakir is a Fellow of the Institute of Actuaries
and an Associate of the Actuarial Society (USA). He
worked for DMI group from 1983 to 1985 when Takafol
operations in Luxembourg were established. He is now the
Managing Director of Barnett Waddingham SA, an actuarial consultancy based in Luxembourg, and advises
European life assurance companies on issues such as product design, statutory reporting, business plans an
d reassurance.
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Legal Issues of Islamic Finance
Apart from the prohibition of Riba, there are other differences between conventional and Islamic financing methods. Robert Fugard examines some of
the issues involved.
slamic finance is not just a way of conducting bank- Structure
ling business without interest.
The way in which the asset is to be financed will
This is a misconception frequently entertained by depend on a range of commercial factors, such as the nature
secular financiers which stems from a misunderstand- of the asset, the length of the financing required, whether
ing of the ethical rationale for Islamic finance and the manufacture of the asset must be financed in addition to
which makes it easy to overlook legal differences from its acquisition and, critically, the extent to which the
conventional financing methods in the way in which financier wishes to take the credit risk of the customer.
Islamic finance is provided.
For example, the financing of an asset by means of
A failure to appreciate these differences could lead Ijara will require the financier to take and retain title to
to parties encountering difficulties which could be the asset for the duration of the financing; the financier
avoided or minimised if dealt with at the structuring will have the security of the asset in the event of paystage in a transaction.
ment default by the customer, together with the ability
The Islamic principle which has arguably the great- to adjust rentals periodically to reflect its funding costs
est impact on the way in which Islamic finance is con- or to match the customer's ability to make payments to
ducted is the Islamic prohibition of Riba, which is gen- the customer's cash flows. The financier under Ijara
erally understood to mean the charging of interest.
however, has to assume the risks accompanying ownerThe prohibition of Riba is, however, more complex ship of the asset for the duration of the financing,
than simply a ban on the charging of interest and may including the risk of loss of the asset and the risk of
be understood as an objection to
charging for the mere use of money.
A person may earn a return on The principal legal factors affecting the way in
his money if he invests it in a pro- which the asset will be financed will relate to taxductive enterprise and assumes the ation and the approach of applicable laws to ownrisk of losses as well as sharing in
the profits of that enterprise. So, ership and the availability of security interests.

whereas the loan on interest is the
claims by the customer and by third parties.
principal secular way of funding the acquisition of
By contrast, under a Murabaha, the period of ownerassets, the principal Islamic asset financing techniques ship of the asset by the financier is typically relatively
involve the financier assuming many of the incidents of short (or even nominal) and the ownership risks to
ownership of the asset being financed.
which it is exposed are correspondingly more limited.
Bearing this in mind, this paper will discuss certain If, however, the customer is to pay for the asset on a
key legal and contractual issues concerning the Islamic deferred basis, the financier will be unable to rely on its
financing of assets. It will not discuss individual ownership of the asset as a means of protecting its
financing techniques in detail, but will refer by way of investment, although it may take a security interest in
illustration to Murabaha (or cost-plus financing) and the asset, such as a mortgage (to the extent that local
Ijara (or leasing) contracts, on the grounds that these law permits), or a guarantee to secure the payment of
constitute perhaps the most easily recognisable Islamic the purchase price by the customer.
asset financing techniques which are commonly used
both in their own right and, increasingly, as building
Legal Factors
blocks in larger and more complex transactions with an
The principal legal factors affecting the way in which the
Islamic finance element.
asset will be financed will relate to taxation and the approach
The perspective adopted in this paper is that of an
of applicable laws to ownership and the availability of securiinstitution wishing to structure a financing transaction
ty interests.
conforming to Islamic principles but governed by
English law. Many of the points discussed would, howa) Taxation
ever, also be relevant under many of the other principal
A conventional debt financing of the acquisition of
secular systems of law.
an asset will raise taxation questions which, while
New Horizon August
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potentially complex, will be relatively familiar to
financiers. Where the same aim is achieved using
Islamic techniques, the financier will be earning its
profit by assuming, even if only temporarily, an ownership interest in the asset. The financier will therefore
have to consider carefully whether the proposed structure would render it subject to tax in its own jurisdiction as well as in any of the other jurisdictions connected with the financing.
Taxes may arise as a result of the capital gain made
by the financier on selling the asset, the liability of the
financier or its customer to pay value added tax upon
its acquisition of the asset, or on the payment of rentals
and the incidence of documentary taxes such as stamp
duty upon the transfer of title to the asset or the assignment of warranties. Use is made by financiers both of
affiliated companies incorporated in tax-neutral jurisdictions and of applicable double taxation treaties to
manage the tax efficiency of the transaction.
b) Acquisition and Loss of Title

already passed to the lessee (for example, United
Kingdom tax leases of fixtures), the inability of a
financier to obtain and retain title to an asset throughout the financing term under an Ijara is likely to prevent
the Ijara from taking place or to cause it to terminate
prematurely.
c) Security
The financier may expect to receive a mortgage over
an asset to secure, for example, the obligation of a customer to pay it the deferred purchase price of an asset
under a Murabaha. Again, the approach of jurisdictions
to the availability of mortgages (particularly over movable assets), varies considerably. In the United
Kingdom, for example, mortgages of movable assets are
possible. By contrast, in certain Middle Eastern countries, mortgages of movable assets are not generally
possible and security can only be taken by a financier if
it takes a pledge (usually involving its taking physical
possession) of the asset, which is likely to defeat the
point of the financing.
Even where a non-possessory security interest is
possible, factors such as the requirements for registration, notarisation, consularisation, translation and the

The law of the jurisdiction in which the asset is
located will have to be examined carefully to ensure
that the financier will be capable of taking and passing
title in the asset to the customer and, where the Under a secular financing, insurance is generally the
financier's retention of title is
the key to the financing (such responsibility and the expense of the customer.
as under an Ijara), retaining Under an Islamic financing, consistent with the printitle for the duration of the ciple that risk (other than in relation to the actual liafinancing.
bility of the customer) should remain with the
It will be necessary to confinancier, insurance of the asset is generally the
sider the formalities required
for perfecting the transfer of responsibility and the expense of the financier.
title - ownership of certain
assets such as aircraft or ships may require registration, payment of fees and documentary taxes (often at a relaand registration may be subject to restrictions (for tively high percentage rate of the sum secured) may
themselves have an impact on the attractiveness of
example, on the grounds of nationality).
security
as a part of the transaction structure.
Consideration must also be given to the circumstances in which title to the asset may be lost; for example in many jurisdictions an asset which is fixed to a Consequences of Ownership
building or to land will be deemed to form part of the
Where a financier acquires ownership of an asset as
building or land, and ownership of the asset will pass
the means of financing, it will inevitably expose itself to
to the owner of the building or land.
an element of risk which would not be present had it
Similar provisions also exist in some jurisdictions
merely lent money for the acquisition of the asset.
where certain types of movable asset are fixed to other
These risks will be present whether the financier's ownmovable assets so that, for example, title to an aircraft
ership is prolonged (as under an Ijara) or for a relatively
engine may be deemed to pass to the owner of the airshort time (as under a Murabaha).
craft to which it is attached at the time.
Whereas it is relatively common for secular leasing
(a) Delivery Risk
transactions to be structured on the basis that the lessor
A basic structural risk arises from the Islamic
will never in fact own the leased asset (multi-tiered airrequirement that the financier may not contract to sell
craft financing transactions are an example of this), or
or lease an asset prior to acquiring it, with the result
on the basis that legal title to the leased asset has in fact
that the customer may, in principle, refuse to take the
New Horizon August 1997 8

asset on lease or to purchase it once the financier has
to supply assets (such as implied warranties of title,
acquired it for that purpose. This risk is often mitigated quality or fitness for purpose) which would in principle
in practice by the customer acquiring the asset as agent make the financier responsible to the customer for
for the financier and promising to take it on lease or to shortcomings in the asset, and may legislate to restrict
acquire it thereafter under an agreement entered into in the extent to which a supplier can contract out of those
a form agreed at the time the agency is concluded.
responsibilities.
As the financier's agent, the customer should not
The financier's starting position will always be to
agree to take delivery of the asset if it is not satisfied try to obtain its customer's agreement that the asset
that the asset complies with the specification that it has supplied is in all respects satisfactory to it and to forego
agreed in relation to its own purchase or lease of the any right it may have to claim against the financier for
asset; if, however, the customer simply changes its the asset's shortcomings. The financier's ability to
mind after acquiring the asset on behalf of the financier, restrict its warranty of title in a Murabaha is likely to be
the financier may, to the extent that it has suffered loss extremely limited, while, as mentioned above, the cusas a result of the customer's breach of promise, seek tomer will not generally be obliged to pay rentals under
damages from the customer.
an Ijara if the financier's lack of right to lease the asset
To guard further against this risk, the terms of the prevents the customer from using it. The extent to
agency may require the customer to use its own funds which the financier may limit its other responsibilities
to acquire the asset and provide for the financier to as supplier of the asset will be governed by the laws
reimburse it for the purchase price. Here the financier applicable to the contract.
would seek to set off any losses incurred by it as a
result of the customer's non-completion against its Liability
obligation to reimburse the customer.
The financier must also consider carefully the risk
of its incurring liability arising through its owning or
(b) Asset Risk
supplying the asset.
If the asset is destroyed or rendered unfit for sale or
lease while owned by the financier, for reasons not
(a) Fault-based Liability
attributable to the customer, this will be a risk borne by
If the asset causes harm to third parties while
the financier. Under an Ijara, where the financier will be
owned by the financier, third parties may look to the
at risk for the duration of the financing, the financier
financier to make good their losses, particularly if the
will typically seek to protect the value of its asset by
entity having operational control of the asset has insufobtaining the customer's agreement to maintain and
ficient funds to compensate their losses. A financier
operate the asset within certain agreed parameters and
would in most circumstances be able to avoid liability if
will retain the right to inspect its asset periodically to
it could show that it was not at fault, since ownership
check compliance with this.
alone will not normally give rise to liability. Where the
If the asset is rendered unsuitable for the purpose
financier leases the asset it will probably stipulate that
for which it is leased then it is generally thought that
the asset should be maintained in a particular manner
the customer must be released from its obligation to
and it may, especially in relation to substantial assets
pay rentals; in this respect an Ijara differs considerably
such as aircraft, retain rights to inspect and, if necesfrom standard practice under a secular lease where a
sary, correct shortcomings in the asset's maintenance.
customer is generally required to continue to pay
The greater the financier's involvement in the asset,
rentals irrespective of any inability to use the leased
however, the greater the scope for it to be found at
asset (the so-called "hell or high water clause").
fault.
As with a secular lease, the financier will normally
seek to manage the risk of loss or damage to its asset by
(b) Occupiers' Liability
means of insurance; this raises further issues which will
In some instances a financier may be held liable to
be touched upon briefly later.
third parties simply by owning or supplying an asset
and careful consideration must be given to its ability
(c) Implied Terms
contractually to limit this liability or to pass the risk to
As the supplier of the asset to its customer (whether
the customer. For example, under English law a
by sale under a Murabaha or by lease under an Ijara)
financier could in principle incur liability as an "occupithe financier will assume responsibilities with respect to
er of premises" under the Occupiers Liability Act 1957
the asset which it would not have if it merely lent
if, as a lessor, it retains a high degree of control over the
money to its customer to acquire the goods.
leased asset (for the purposes of the Act premises
Jurisdictions will frequently imply terms into a contract would include vehicles such as aircraft or ships).
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Liability under this Act may only be excluded to the
extent compatible with the Unfair Contract Terms Act
1977 and in any event, it is not possible to exclude by
contract liability to third parties.

financing entails an enhanced exposure to the asset, the
financier must also understand clearly the nature of the
asset it proposes to finance.
The structure chosen for the financing will reflect
the financier's assessment of its customer's creditwor(c) Environmental Liability
thiness as against its willingness to assume prolonged
Perhaps a more topical example of a financier's asset risk. Whichever structure is chosen, however, the
potential liability to third parties is liability for environ- first step for the financier should be the identification of
mental damage. Many jurisdictions now impose liabili- all relevant legal risks. This may entail a thorough
ty on the owner of property from which pollution investigation of the laws relating to ownership, securiemanates, with sanctions ranging from the obligation to ty, taxation and contractual warranties in a number of
pay clean-up costs to criminal sanctions in certain jurisdictions, but an early investigation of the legal
extreme circumstances. Legislative protection for the environment of a transaction is the best way of avoidenvironment is clearly approached differently by differ- ing costly and frustrating delays when the transaction is
ing jurisdictions, with the European Community, for under way.
Financiers generally seek to place as
When structuring an Islamic asset financing
many risks as possible with their customers. This will involve a financier not
transaction, the mechanical differences from
only
limiting a customer's recourse to
secular financing that should be considered
the financier by the exclusion of warstem predominantly from the different balance
ranties by the financier (in its capacity as
of risk allocation between financier and cusseller or lessor) but also shifting the
responsibility for third party liability
tomer that is required by Islamic financing conand
for loss or damage to the asset to
tracts and from the greater restrictions placed
the customer, by means of wide-ranging
upon the way in which a financier may manage
indemnity provisions and by obliging
its risk.
the customer to pay the financier "come
what may".
example, legislating on water, hazardous substances,
Given that the financier is generally expected to
air pollution and environmental management with pro- bear asset risk itself in Islamic finance, the extent to
posals suggested to make environmental liability strict which the financier will be able to achieve this shift of
or no-fault based.
risk will depend, among other things, on what its
Shariah committee will permit.
(d) Product Liability
A financier's liability to third parties is clearly not
A final example of potential financier liability is that purely a concern in Islamic financing and in secular
of product liability. Many countries have enacted legis- financings the financier will routinely seek wide-ranglation which imposes liability wherever a person suffers ing indemnity protection from its customer. This
death, personal injury or damage to property as a result approach will not always be acceptable in Islamic
of a defective product. While liability will principally financing, where the lessor is likely to have to retain
attach to manufacturer's of defective goods, it may (as responsibility for claims which have not actually arisen
under the United Kingdom's Consumer Protection Act through the fault of the customer.
1987) attach to a person importing goods into the
Whatever the balance of risk achieved between
European Community from outside the Community, in financier and customer, the financier will wish the risk
order to supply them to a customer.
of damage or loss to the asset and liability to third parties to be covered by insurance. Under a secular financing, insurance is generally the responsibility and the
Risk Management
expense of the customer. Under an Islamic financing,
If the risks faced by Islamic financiers of assets are
consistent with the principle that risk (other than in
not altogether different from those faced by secular
relation to the actual liability of the customer) should
financiers, there are differences in the way in which the
remain with the financier, insurance of the asset is genfinancier may allocate risks between itself and its cuserally the responsibility and the expense of the
tomer, or hedge its risks by sharing them with third
financier.
party risk takers such as insurers.
The extent to which insurance may be used to
The most obvious risk management strategy is the
hedge risk and the type of insurance that may be used
financier's knowledge of its customer and, where the
New Horizon August 1997 10

is itself the subject of debate; different views exist as to
whether secular insurance is acceptable or whether
Islamic insurance (or Takeoff) should instead be used.
In each instance a decision will have to be taken by the
financier's Shariah committee.

Remedies
One of the considerations to be taken into account
when structuring the financing will be the ease with
which the financier can recover sums due to it. This
will depend on a number of factors, including the legal
characterisation of the sums due, the location and
means by which disputes are to be resolved, and the
location of the customer's assets. The subject of dispute
resolution is rather too large a subject to cover here, but
a few points of particular importance should be mentioned.
(a) The Nature of the Claim
Under English law the legal character of an amount
due will have a considerable impact on the case with
which it may be recovered. For example, the sale price
due from a customer under a Murabaha would be characterised as a debt, and being of a fixed amount, proceedings to recover it ought not to be unduly complicated.
On the other hand, a claim arising from a failure by
a customer to pay amounts due under an Ijara may be
characterised as a claim for damages; to be claimable,
damages must first be quantified and may be reduced
by the financier's duty to try to reduce its losses.
While attempts may be made by parties to simplify
the process of determining losses by agreeing in
advance the amount to be paid by the customer upon a
breach (i.e. "liquidated damages"), courts will not
always give effect to such an agreement, particularly if
the amount agreed to be payable appears to be penal in
nature.

Li

(b) Dispute Resolution
Parties to an international financing may find it
hard to agree upon the appropriate jurisdiction for the
resolution of disputes with either party resisting the
resolution of disputes by the domestic courts of the
other party. Whatever the merits of the parties' feelings on the matter, the issue is often resolved by an
agreement to submit disputes to a forum which is
independent of either party, such as the domestic
courts of a third party jurisdiction or to arbitration.
From the financier's point of view, any forum chosen must be acceptable under the domestic law applicable to its customer (or, at least, to the place in which
its customer's assets are located) since there is little
point in obtaining a judgement against a customer in

one forum if, in order to execute the judgement
against the assets of the customer, the matter must be
re-heard in the jurisdiction where the assets are located.
This issue will be of particular concern if the
domestic law of the jurisdiction where the assets are
located has as its base the Shariah, if the courts of that
jurisdiction take a different view of the conformity of
the transaction to the Shariah from, for example, the
Shariah committee of the financier.
A related, if hopefully theoretical, concern involves
the possibility of a customer incorporated in a jurisdiction whose domestic law is based on the Shariah seeking to avoid its obligations under a financing contract
by arguing in the courts of the chosen forum that it did
not have the power to enter into the transaction on the
basis that it was contrary to the Shariah as interpreted
by the courts of its place of incorporation - even if the
financing contract was enforceable under the governing law of the contract.
There appears to be no instance in which an Islamic
institution has sought to avoid its obligations by raising
this argument before an English Court. The prudent
way of trying to prevent such a surprise is of course for
the financier to require a legal opinion in the jurisdiction of incorporation of its customer to the effect that
the customer has, among other things, the capacity to
enter into the transaction and that a judgement given
by the courts of the chosen forum would be enforceable
in the jurisdiction in which the customer is incorporated.

Conclusion
In its greater reliance on passage of title and on
ownership as a means of financing assets, Islamic
finance raises a series of issues with which secular asset
financiers will be broadly familiar. When structuring an
Islamic asset financing transaction, the mechanical differences from secular financing that should be considered stem predominantly from the different balance of
risk allocation between financier and customer that is
required by Islamic financing contracts and from the
greater restrictions placed upon the way in which a
financier may manage its risk.
To conclude then with a statement of the obvious,
perhaps the best advice to parties proposing to structure the financing of assets conforming with Islamic
principles is for them to consider the legal environment
in the relevant jurisdictions in detail at the outset and,
where necessary, to take local legal advice at the earliest possible opportunity.
Robert Fugard is a senior associate in the Banking
Department of Allen & Overy, in London.
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10% Profit Increase
direction as well as guidance in the profor ABC
jects in which they are engaged.
Arab Banking Corporation (ABC),
Topics under discussion will
the Bahrain-based international include: the Present State of Islamic
investment bank, recorded a 10 per
cent increase in net profits to US$32 KUWAIT
million in the first quarter of 1997, up
Increasing Popularity
from US$29 million in the corresponding period of 1996.
Tslamic banks and financial instituTotal assets stood at US$21.76 biltions are growing in number and size
lion on 31 March, 3 per cent up on the by about 50 per cent annually, accordyear. As the most valuable company ing the Kuwaiti magazine Al-Nur.
on the'Bahrain Stock Exchange, ABC
The magazine noted that another
is also the twelfth most valuable quot- growing phenomenon is the established Middle East bank.
ment by American and European
However the bank's shares depre- banks of divisions providing Islamic
ciated 27 per cent during 1996, mak- banking services.
ing it the worst performing banking
Quoting a study conducted by
stock on the exchange. With the Harvard University, Al-Nur said
appointment of Ghazi Abdul-Jawad, Islamic transactions are registering an
previously the general manager of average annual increase of 15 per cent.
Gulf International Bank (GIB), as chief
The head of the Islamic investment
executive in February, investor confi- division at the Kuwaiti United Bank,
dence has recovered. ABC shares Richard Thomas, said that the Islamic
closed on 29 May at US$10, 7 per cent banking system has a number of prinup on the year, giving the stock a ciples and ethical values and is capable
price-earnings multiple of 8 times of achieving the best of results.
first-quarter profits.
He said the Islamic concept of

Gulf International Bank (GIB)
reported Net Income after Tax of $52.7
million for the six months to 30th June
1997. Interim profits were thus 20 per
cent up on the comparable period last
year.
The profits advance was attributable to substantially higher Other
Income at $33.4 million or more than
twice the prior-period level. The rise
in Other Income was largely due to an
improved securities trading performance. It also benefited from a profit
on the sale of a long-term investment.
Interim profits represented a 14.9 per
cent return on period-end
Shareholders' Equity.
Total Assets rose by 4.9 per cent to
$9,038.7 million while shareholders'
Equity increased to $705.3 million to
represent 7.8 per cent of Total Assets.
Asset growth was largely attributable
to an increase in securities volumes.
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ISLAMIC FINANCE CONFERENCE

Economics, Banking and Finance;
Debt & Equity Finance in Islamic
Banking; the Creation of Money
According to Ibn Rushd (Averoes) of
Al-Andalus; Economic Co-operation
between the EU and the Muslim
World; Principles of Islamic Finance
and Islamic Fund Management; the
Internet: A New Promotional Tool for
Islamic Banks; the Prohibition of
Interest in Western Literature;
Economic Development from an
Islamic Perspective; the Role of Zakat
in the Eradication of Poverty; and
preparing for the 21st Century.
Course supervisors will include:
Professor Khurshid Ahmad, Former
Federal Minister and Deputy Chairman,
Planning Commission, Pakistan; Dr Umer
Chapra, Senior Advisor to the Saudi
Arabian Monetary Agency, Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia; Professor John Presley, Economics
Department, Loughborough University,
Loughborough; Professor Rodney Wilson,
Economics Department, University of
Durham; Dato' Ahmad Tajuddin AbdulRahman, Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad,
Malaysia; as well as representatives from
Spain, Egypt, Bahrain and the Islamic
Development Bank.

of Islamic Banks
investment, trade and fund management is more efficient than the system
of interest, which has many loopholes.
Vice President of the Citi Islamic
Investment bank in Bahrain, Youssef
Shaheed, said that Islamic banking
went through two phases. The first

was the establishment of Islamic
banks in the 1970's, and the second
was the establishment of Islamic divisions in the Swiss and American
banks in 1982-83.
He criticised the tendency of
international banks to set up Islamic
divisions, saying they usually mix the
money made through usury and
interest with that made according to
Shariah. He also said it is difficult to
apply Shariah supervision on these
divisions.
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Differences Over
Shariah Matters not Healthy

Spreading Islamic
Insurance to D-8
States

ed to RM9.1 billion while financing
mobilised amounted to RM6.9 billion.
The first three months of the year
saw the volume of Islamic interbank
money market rising to RM41.7 billion from RM55.1 billion for the whole
of last year.
The national Shariah advisory
council is the sole authoritative body
to advise Bank Negara on Shariah
issues pertaining to Islamic banking
and Takafol operations.
The council would also review the
Shariah-compatibility of new Islamic
products submitted by the Islamic
bank, banks participating in the interest-free banking scheme and Takafol
companies, and harmonise the application of Islamic concepts for existing
Islamic financial products.
Ahmad said in the Takafol industry, total assets as at the end of
December last year amounted to
RM295.6 million, of which family
Takafol constituted 59.5 per cent of
the total assets.
He said although the contribution
of Islamic banking and Takafol were
still small, the future remained bright.
"The increased awareness of the
public to test and tap Islamic modes
of financing and Takafol products has
fuelled the required innovation and
activities in Islamic banking and
finance," he added. — Bernama

fter having successfully implemented Islamic insurance or
"Takafol" domestically, Malaysia now
wants to expand the business concept
to the newly formed D-8 group of
developing Muslim states.
Foreign Minister Datuk Abdullah
Ahmad Badawi had conveyed
Malaysia's readiness to undertake
such an endeavour at a ministerial
meeting of the grouping in Istanbul,
Turkey, preceding the summit of D-8
heads of government.
"We are prepared to share experience and know-how with D-8 member countries keen on introducing the
Takafol scheme through joint ventures," he told Malaysian journalists.
The D-8, comprises eight Islamic
developing nations, aimed at reinforcing and enhancing economic co-operation between them transcending
their political ideologies.
Besides Malaysia, the other
founding members are Bangladesh,
Indonesia, Iran, Egypt, Nigeria,
Pakistan and Turkey.
On privatisation, Abdullah said
Malaysia has invited D-8 member
countries to send officials for courses
or seminar on the subject held regularly in Kuala Lumpur.
"I'm happy that this is one meeting of Islamic nations which does not
waste time discussing political
issues," he added.

Further Measures to Spur Growth of Labuan

Furthermore, the offshore insurance companies would be allowed to
underwrite domestic risk pertaining
to general insurance business comprising large and specialised risks of
sums insured above RM300 million,
genreal liabilities of sums insured
exceeding RM10 million and specialised liability risks of sums insured
exceeding RM20 million, subject to
certain conditions.
Anwar said the detailed guidelines on the implementation of these
new policies would be announced by
the Labuan Offshore Financial
Services Authority (LOFSA) and Bank
Negara later.

D

ifferences in opinions among
Shariah councils or committees
may affect the confidence of Muslims
and therefore must be addressed
accordingly, Bank Negara governor
Tan Sri Ahmad Don has said.
He noted that the differences of
opinions had emerged from time to
time on similar issues by these committees and councils. "Although Islam
places high regards to differences in
views, differences in Shariah opinions, which may affect the confidence
of Muslims, must be addressed so as
to enable us to progress," he said.
Ahmad said uniformity of
Shariah issues was important in light
of the increasing number of Shariah
committees at the banks participating
in interest-free banking schemes,
apart from the Shariah supervisory
councils at the Islamic Bank and the
two Takafol companies.
"Thus the establishment of a single Shariah body at the central bank is
an important and crucial step to harmonise these differences," he said at
the inaugural meeting of the national
Shariah advisory council for Islamic
banking and Takafol in Kuala
Lumpur recently.
A Bank Negara statement quoted
him as saying that as at the end of
March this year (1997), total deposits
of the Islamic banking sector amount-

cting Prime Minister Datuk Seri
Anwar Ibrahim has announced
further measures for offshore banks to
spur the growth and development of
Labuan as an International Offshore
Financial Centre (IOFC).
Among them include, allowing
offshore banks operating in Labuan to
maintain their Ringgit balances in
interest bearing external accounts.
"This is to allow offshore banks
greater access to Ringgit businesses
as well as money market operations
in Labuan," he explained at the
opening of the Labuan International

A

Summit on Islamic Financial
Instruments, recently.
Offshore banks will be allowed to
trade in Ringgit instruments in the
secondary market and also to purchase Ringgit instruments in the primary market using foreign currencies,
he said.
In the area of insurance, offshore
life insurance companies in Labuan
would be allowed to sell investmentlinked products to high net worth
Malaysians from a date to be
announced later, said Anwar who is
also Finance Minister.

A

Islamic Capital Market Must Move Fast
alaysia should not rest on its
laurels after pioneering the successful development of an Islamic
capital market because it might not
enjoy the advantage for too long,
according to Securities Commission
(SC) Chairman Datuk Dr Munir
Majid. He said the Islamic capital
market (which exists simultaneously
with the conventional capital market)
was currently a niche area for
Malaysia.
He warned however, that other
countries, were aspiring to develop
their own Islamic capital markets. It is
therefore "integral that Malaysia can
offer products and expertise that differentiate it" from others.
He stressed that "time is not on
our side" and that "we must move,
and move fast" in developing the
Islamic capital market in Malaysia.
"A concerted effort must be
thought out in creating (new) instruments and intermediaries viable and
practical for a truly Islamic capital
market and at the same time to
advance the cause of the ummah
(people)," he added in his welcoming
address of a two-day International
Islamic Capital Market '97 conference
organised by the SC in Kuala
Lumpur.
Munir gave an assurance that the
SC, with the guidance of the Shariah
Advisory Council, would do all that it
could to invigorate and facilitate the
process. Citing an example, he said
Muslims in Britain were introduced
last week to the Halal Mutual
Investment Fund Company plc which
had launched a pioneering Islamic
investment fund in London.
He said the product was consistent with the Shariah and was recognised not only by the Securities and
Investment Board of Britain, but also
in Ireland as an undertaking for collective investment in securities.
"The fund is also seeking recognition in other jurisdictions in the
European Union. This is just one
example," Munir said. "Other centres
are also doing the same, particularly

M

to attract the higher end Muslim
investors."
Acting Prime Minister and
Finance Minister Datuk Seri Anwar
Ibrahim, who delivered a special
address at the conference, said there
ought to be a sufficient array of
instruments for Shariah-conscious
investors.
"We must not merely imitate; we
must innovate. We must be open,
courageous and willing to explore the
wide array of concepts that so far
have not been tested," he said.
Anwar said that as institutions,
instruments and activities within the
contemporary financial system continued to evolve, they would
demand pragmatic responses from
Muslim scholars and jurists. Shariah
experts, he insisted, must originate
instruments that suit the requirements of modern commercial transactions.
He also said that Islamic benchmark bonds, expected to be launched
in the third quarter of the year, would
serve the requirements of the conventional and Islamic markets.
"Apart from encouraging the
development of an active Islamic corporate bond market, they demonstrate that fiqh (jurisprudence) can
indeed be applied to fashion an
instrument that would be preferred
over conventional instruments as a
benchmark for the pricing of corporate bonds," he added.
Anwar said the finance ministry
had done a study to develop a framework to issue benchmark bonds,
drawing on the experiences of the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority in
the development of its domestic bond
market and the need to have pure
rebate issues.
"Taking into account market
requirements for zero-coupon instruments, we have structured the benchmark bonds in accordance with the
Shariah principles of bai Murabaha,"
he said, adding that the bonds would
be issued by Khazanah Nasional Bhd.
- Star

Emerging World of
Islamic Investment
Islamic equity funds started in the
past two years have a greater chance
of success than those launched in the
early days of Islamic banking which
have since closed down, according to
an Islamic finance expert.
Favouring these new funds is the
emergence of important stock markets
in many parts of the Muslim world:
Kuala Lumpur, Jakarta, Dacca,
Karachi, Istanbul, Casablanca,
Amman and Cairo. Of these, Kuala
Lumpur and Jakarta are the biggest in
terms of market capitalisation and are
also the most attractive to investors.
Markets in the Islamic world,
"have much to offer both Muslims as
well as non-Muslims seeking to
broaden their portfolios, and introduce some interesting and potentially
profitable constituents", said Rodney
Wilson, professor of economics at the
University of Durham in Britain.
They could appeal to Muslim
investors, he said, because it could be
viewed as promoting business activities that help other Muslims.
"Diversification into such markets can
widen any portfolio and overcome
some of the systematic risk in Western
markets where stock prices often
move up and down together," Wilson
said at an Islamic funds seminar.
"Taking on emerging market risk
introduces the possibility of higher
gains or losses, but the Islamic world
is sufficiently diverse to create portfolios which are hedged to a considerable degree."
Since 1995, at least 11 Islamic
equity funds have been launched targeting global as well as specific markets in Malaysia, India and East Asia.
This compares with only four
launched between 1986 and 1994.
Of these, the Islamic Equity Fund,
offered by merchant bankers
Kleinwort Benson in London, suffered
from lack of Islamic credentials, while
the London-based Umma Fund failed
due to poor management.
The newer funds however, such
as the Ibn Majid Emerging Fund, a
joint venture between Kuwaiti
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investors and Swiss Banking problems" such as ensuring that term problem arises from the fact that
Corporation, and the fund launched investments remain Islamic, Ramlan while initially the investment venture
last week by Geneva-based Pictet & said.
was Islamically acceptable, the venCie have tried to establish their
"Although more progressive ture could subsequently diversify into
Islamic credentials by linking up Shariah scholars allow for investment businesses whose activities may
directly with Muslim countries.
in equities by recognising the fact that include incidental un-Islamic activiAs foreign banks hold more than investing in shares is comparable to ty." — T J Tan, Asia Times
US$670 billion worth of Arab assets, investing in real assets, the longerWilson said, there might be scope for
investing some of the money in
MNI Takafol in Talks with Govt
emerging Islamic markets.
Ramlan Ahmad, senior manager
NI Takafol Sdn Bhd, one of two year in an effort to streamline its
at Malaysia's Commerce MGI, an
Islamic-based insurance compa- insurance services and information
Islamic investment bank, said the nies in the country, is holding discus- access to the public.
amount of Islamic funds available sions with the government on a comHe said the officers would proworld-wide and ready to be invested pulsory Takafol requirement for peo- vide the relevant information on its
was an estimated US$70 billion to ple performing the umrah (mini Haj).
objective, insurance policies and beneUS$80 billion, and growing by about
Its principal officer and general fits offered. "They will also act as
10 percent annually.
manager Dr Kamaruddin Sharif said mediators to assist the public as many
But they are not fully tapped discussions would also be had with still do not know about insurance
because a significant amount of these the Saudi Arabian government to policies available for them at MNI,"
deposits are short-term in nature, impose compulsory Takafol coverages he explained.
making it difficult to back long-term for pilgrims.
A total of 67 counters and 11 new
financial ventures.
Under a memorandum of under- branches were set up to date. He said
Malaysia alone now has 10 standing signed with the Malaysian the company sold a total of 40,000
Islamic unit trusts with an estimated Association of Bumiputra Tours and policies between May last year and
total fund size of 1.7 billion Ringgit Travel Agents last year, MNI Takafol June this year, of which 45 per cent
(US$680 million), with more being would provide umrah coverage up to were sold to bumiputras.
planned.
15 days.
He said most policyholders were
Islamic financial consultants also
Meanwhile MNI Takafol hopes to from the rural areas as a result of
are wary of introducing more innova- place its officers at about 130 major aggressive campaigning by the comtive instruments because of "inherent post offices in the country by next pany. — Star
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PAKISTAN

Saudi Group's Increasing Presence
Saudi conglomerate of compa-

A

nies involved in Islamic modes of
financing and banking is progressively increasing its operations in different sectors of Pakistan's economy.
Dallah Albaraka Group, incorporated in the UK, is investing in commercial and investment banking, textile manufacturing, leasing and marble quarrying.
The group established AlTawfeek Investment Bank Limited in
the early 1990s and has set up three
branches of its Islamic Investment
Bank in Pakistan. The group also controls 24% shares in Jehangir Siddiqui
(brokerage) & Company and has
recently acquired 24% stakes of
Paramount Leasing.
It has made investments in Legler
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Nafees Denim Mills, a joint venture of
the Pakistani and Italian companies,
as well as Kashmir Neelum Marble,
an integrated marble and quarrying
facility. The group had also bid for
70% shares of Habib Credit &
Exchange Bank Limited sold by the
government last month.
The Albaraka group operates at
an international level and has undertaken numerous projects in almost
every sector of economy - agriculture,
satellite broadcasting, tourism, banking, industry, financial investments,
service industry, etc. The group has
investment in 260 companies, including 24 banks and financial institutions, which employ 60,000 technicians and personnel in more than 40
countries.

The group's total assets grew by
7.5% in 1996 over 1995 to UK£227m,
according to its annual report. Its
assets declined to 7% from 10% in
Indian subcontinent, improved to 72%
from 62% in the OECD countries, fell
to 7.1% from 18% in the GCC states
and rose to 6.8% from 3% in Asia
Pacific during 1996 over 1995. The
shareholders' equity surged during
the period under review to
UK£127.5m, highlighting the group's
policy of retention of all earnings.
In the recent years, it has involved
itself in the development of trade
between Islamic states through the
specially constituted companies.
According the balance sheet for
1996 of the Albaraka Islamic
Investment Bank's branches in

Pakistan, its capital or foreign currency deposit kept with the State Bank
amounted to $4m. Its deposits and
other accounts surged to Rs1035m in
1996 from Rs1009m in 1995. The size
of the balance sheet for 1996 showed
an increase in its volume of Rs1015m
as it rose to Rs3994m from Rs2978m
in 1995.
The bank's liquid assets or cash in
hand with the State Bank and balances with investment and other
banks grew to Rs813m in 1996 from
Rs603m in 1995. The bank's investments (in fully paid ordinary shares
and NIT) also showed an upward
growth during 1996 over the previous
year as they surged to Rs123m from
Rs101m.
The market value of its investments stood at Rs117m during the
year under review as compared to
Rs100m during the previous year. The
pre-tax profits of the bank for 1996
rose to Rs45.87m from Rs38.99m in
1995. Of the pre-tax profits, Rs1.75m
were provided to pay return accrued
on investments, Rs5.8m for tax and
RslOm remitted to head office. The
advances given by the bank in 1996
also increased to Rs794.53m from
Rs713.83m the previous year.
The other financial venture of the
Albaraka group in Pakistan, Al-

SAUDI ARABIA

Tawfeek Investment Bank, has a
paid-up capital of Rs310m divided
into 31,000,000 ordinary shares of
Rs10 each. According to bank chairman Khalid Mahmood Bhaimia's
report in the balance sheet for a period of 18 months from 1 January,
1995, to 30 June, 1996, the bank has
an operating income before provisions of Rs83.2m which eliminated
the profits and it incurred a post tax
loss of Rs63.7m.
Since the bank had unappropriated profit brought forward of Rs33.1m,
it ended up with a carry forward loss
of Rs30.6m at the end of June 1996.
During the period under review, the
bank deposits surged by Rs696m to
Rs2954m and its Murabaha portfolio
grew by 18.7%. Al-Tawfeek's current
assets stood at Rs3376m on June 30,
1996 as compared to Rs2810m at end
1994.
Its long-term investments
declined during the period under
review to Rs2.5m from Rs12m at end
1994. However, the long-term security
deposits rose to Rs5.198m during the
same period from Rs4.68m at the
close of 1994. During the 18 months
under consideration, the bank's
deferred tax assets stood at Rs23m
while its tangible fixed assets were
Rsllm. — Nasir Jamal

San Marino Credit Line
for Investment Opened
A government-owned bank of the
Republic of San Marino has opened a
credit line to Islamic Investment Bank
for making investments in different
sectors in Pakistan.
The credit line was opened by
Cassa d Irifnarmio Bank during the
visit here by San Marino Trade
Minister Ottaviano Rossi.
It is for the first time in the history
of San Marino that a credit has been
opened for investment outside the
country. "It's an open-ended credit
line so far. The amount of the credit as
well as the interest rate on it is yet to
be decided. However, the interest rate
will be concessional," Islamic

Investment Bank official Kamran
Ahmed said. "The opening of the
credit line reflects the interest of San
Marino to make investments in different sectors in Pakistan and as well as
her wish to establish good, friendly
relations between the two countries,"
said Ahmed.
San Marino is a small European
republic situated near Italy with a
population less than 25,000 people
and an economy dependent on agriculture, tourism and small-scale
industry. "The San Marino government is also interested in Pakistani
firms based in Europe to invest in San
Marino as well," Ahmed said. — Dawn

IDB Approves
US$282m New
Finances
The board of Executive Directors of
the Islamic Development Bank which
held its 171st session in Jeddah last
month, approved new finances of about
US$282 million in favour of a number of
member countries and Muslim communities in non-member countries.
According to His Excellency, Dr
Ahmad Mohamed Ali, President of the
Bank, the new provisions will be used to
finance development projects and foreign trade operations within the IDB's
continued efforts aimed at achieving
economic development and social
progress of member countries and
Muslim communities around the world.
He said the Board approved
US$195 million to finance 10 development projects in 8 member countries;
US$33 million for three trade financing operations in favour of two member countries; US25 million for import
trade financing in favour of Savola
Co, Saudi Arabia; and US$841,000
from the special assistance account
for five educational projects in favour
of five Muslim communities in nonmember countries.
Under the Unit Investment Fund,
the Board approved US$26 million for
two projects in two member countries.
It also approved an assistance of US$2
million as emergency fund to Palestine
to support vocational training.
Development Projects:
• US$36m to Government of Iran
for Karadji Locomotive
Maintenance Workshop.
• US$10m to Government of
Kyrgyz Republic for the construction of 220KV transmission line.
• US$21m to the Governments of
Mali, Mauritania and Senegal for
the implementation of the second
phase of Manatali Power Projects.
• US$30m to Government of
Morocco for the Tazza Water
Supply Project.
• US$26m to Republic of Lebanon
for the Beirut Government
Hospital.
• US$20m to Libyan Government
for its fish farm project.
• US$22m for the housing complex
project of the Ras Laffan Gas
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Field Development.
• US$30m million for the
Government of Bahrain for 22KV
AL Hidd Power Transmission
Development Project.
Foreign trade operations:
• US$20m for the Islamic Republic
of Pakistan for purchase of crude
oil from Saudi Arabia.
• US$10m to Turkey to purchase
raw materials for plastic and PVC
from member countries.
• US$3m to Turkey for purchase of
polypropylene.
Financing under Unit
Investment Fund:
• US$8m for a lease financing for
the ERCE Cement Plant Conveyor
Belt Renovation Project for
Algeria.
• US$18m co-financing with the
Islamic Bank's Portfolio for 220KV
Transmission Line Project for the
Republic of Lebanon.
Grants to Muslim Communities
• US$250,000 to Islamic Society of
Greater Lansing, Michigan, USA.
• US$200,000 to Sri Lanka Islamic
Centre, Colombo, Sri Lanka.
• US$156,000 to the Mohibuddin
Muslim Education Society, Uttar
Pradesh, India.
• US$205,000 to the Ghana
Association for the Advancement
of Muslim Youth, Tamale, Ghana.
• US$30,000 to the Eritrea Mufti
Office, Asmara, Eritrea.

US$500m Term
Loan Facility
US$500 million Term Loan
Facility has been provided to the
Saudi Consolidated Electricity
Company in the Eastern Province
(SCECO-East) to partially finance the
construction of SCECO-East's new
2,400 MW Ghazlan II Power Plant
costing over 5 billion Saudi Riyals.
The Term Loan facility was
arranged by Al Bank Al Saudi Al
Fransi, Chase Investment Bank Ltd,
Gulf International Bank BSC, the
National Commercial Bank and the
Saudi British Bank. The facility was
oversubscribed in the local, regional
and international markets.

A
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UAE Islamic Bank
Oversubscribed Eighteen Times
nited Arab Emirates (UAE)
investors thirsting for new business opportunities have flooded subscription centres for the world's
biggest Islamic bank with at least 18
times the permitted capital, dealers
and newspapers have revealed.
Nearly 200,000 citizens from the
oil-rich Gulf country have pumped at
least $3 billion into the new project in
what was described as an unprecedented investment rush in the UAE's
history. "It is an historical subscription. I have never seen such a rush by
UAE investors before," said Zuhair
Kaswani, a leading UAE stockbroker.
Local newspapers, quoting a
statement by the founders of the Abu
Dhabi Islamic Bank (ADIB), said subscription reached around 11 billion
dirhams ($3 billion) when it closed
last month, nearly 18 times the value
of the floated shares of 610 million
dirhams ($166.2 million).
But the statement said the funds
were far higher as they did not
include subscriptions in some branches of the government-controlled
National Bank of Abu Dhabi, which
supervised the three-week share sale.
The Abu Dhabi government owns
10 per cent of ADIB while 240 million
dirhams ($65.3 million) have been
subscribed by the founders and 50
million dirhams ($13.6 million) by the
private investment department of
UAE President Sheikh Zayed ibn
Sultan Al-Nahayan. The public flotation included 61 million shares for 10
dirhams ($2.72) each.
Bankers said the one-billiondirham ($272 million) ADIB is the
biggest Islamic bank in the world in
terms of capital, overtaking the
Egyptian Faisal Bank and the Dubai
Islamic Bank. They said ADIB would be
one of the most successful bank projects
in the Middle East given the growing

U

trend for Islamic banking. They noted
several commercial banks world-wide
have set up Islamic banking units.
"ADIB is highly feasible as there
is a strong demand for Islamic banking and it will be based in the heart of
a region where there is a steady
upswing in business and large liquidity," a UAE bank manager said. "Such
factors and the strong government
contribution to the bank explain the
rush by investors to subscribe. We
expect its share prices to jump in the
next few months and the bank to
attract large deposits."
Dealers said around half the subscribed funds flooded in on
Wednesday and Thursday (Thursday
being the last day) as investors raced
to grab more shares. They noted the
excess money would be returned to
subscribers in proportion with their
contributions.
The floated shares have been
divided into two categories - small
and major investors. The move is
designed to expand the investor's
base and prevent a monopoly of ownership by wealthy businessmen,
according to the founders.
Subscription was restricted to UAE
nationals who have shown a strong
tendency to invest in shares because
they yield more than bank deposits
and many of them do not deal in
interest as Islam prohibits it.
Founders said that ADIB would be
launched within three months.
"It will be based in Abu Dhabi
city but its operations will cover the
UAE and other countries. Its shares
will be traded in the UAE," one
founder said. Islamic banks do not
deal in interest, which is banned as
usury. Their activities cover mainly
trading in aircraft, equipment and
other items and financing of projects
on a profit-sharing basis. - AFP

nstitute of Islamic Banking and Insurance
Web Site
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Co-op May Start
Islamic Banking in Singapore
yarikat Kerjasama Serbaguna
...)Guru-Guru Melayu Singapura
(SKSGMS) is looking at the possibility
of introducing Islamic banking in
Singapore.
Singapore's Berita Harian reported recently that as an initial step, SKSGMS will organise a seminar on
Islamic banking procedures in
September or October this year. The
seminar will be held with the co-operation of a subsidiary of Bank Islam
Malaysia Bhd, Bank Islam Research
and Development (BIRD).

S

SKSGMS will also sign a memorandum of understanding with Bird
to enable Bird to provide consultancy,
advice and training on the Islamic
banking system.
Three years ago, Minister of
Finance Dr Richard Hu announced
that Singapore does not prevent
efforts in setting up an Islamic financial institution like an Islamic bank.
SKSGMS, which has some 1,800 members, has assets worth S$13 million
(RM23.4 million). — Bernama

IIBI Exhibits at London International
Islamic & Middle Eastern Book Fair
The Institute of Islamic Banking
and Insurance (IIBI), exhibited at the
London International Islamic &
Middle Eastern Book Fair, which was
held in July in the Kensington Town
Hall in London.
The IIBI, which publishes New
Horizon, and other literature on
Islamic banking and finance, as well
as conducting lectures, seminars,
development programmes, post-graduate diploma courses, and research
and development into Islamic banking and insurance, displayed for sale
and distribution a variety of its most
recent publications.
The Institute was represented
throughout the three days by
Ghazanfar Ali, Executive Editor of

Publications and New Horizon (pictured right), and Reza Adil,
Information Systems Development
Executive (left).
A number of people visited the
IIBI stand and bought copies of New
Horizon and other publications, and
expressed their interest in, and support for, Islamic banking and its concepts.
This was the second annual book
fair of its kind, and is aimed at providing a well-organised arena for a
variety of exhibitors displaying a
diverse range of material relating to
Islam and the Middle East, and playing a part in promoting a greater
understanding and knowledge of this
vast region.

122=1
Islamic Mutal
Investment Fund plc
At any time, some £750 million in
cash is believed to be stashed away
under the pillow or somewhere in the
house and perhaps buried in the garden by the Muslim community in
Britain.
The money is not in the UK banking system because finance is not
being managed according to Shariah,
says Glenn Stewart, chairman of The
Halal Mutual Investment Company
plc.
To fill that gap and to tap the
potentially huge funds of the two-million strong Muslim community, the
company launched a pioneering
Islamic investment fund in London
on July 8.
As well as being the first retail
Islamic fund aimed at the ordinary
investor, it is the first mutual fund
(operating in accordance with Islamic
principles) to be made available to the
general public in Europe.
The fund is designed for British
Muslims seeking to invest small
amounts of their surplus money in
order to earn a regular recurrent
income in a manner consistent with
the Islamic Shariah, and has appointed Shariah advisors in the UK.
Incorporated in Ireland and
authorised by the Central Bank of
Ireland, the company is also recognised by the Securities and
Investments Board in the UK. It plans
to seek recognition in the other
European Union countries.
According to Stewart, the fund
will invest in trade finance-related
business, purchase of equipment and
other sanctioned activities with the
advice of Kleinwort Benson, an
investment bank.
"Profits will be calculated every
six months, and all net profits earned
by the investors will be paid to them
as dividend income. No profits will
be capitalised or retained by the
fund," he says.
For Stewart, an American
Unitarian Christian (believers follow
the Old Testament) who studied
Islamic law and history at Oxford, the
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project is something special.
He sees the company as an innovative development in Islamic finance
that was developed over the last three
years by the Bahrain-based and
Bermuda-registered Al Tadamon
Company Ltd, the Mudarib (manager) to the fund.
According to him, it is Europe's
first mutual fund, which operates in
accordance with Islamic financial and
investment principles, with the ordinary investor in mind.
Each participating share in the
mutual fund costs £250 while other
Islamic finance facilities available in
the UK are targeted more at the upper
end of the market and the business
community.
"We have developed the mutual
fund to meet the basic needs of
Muslims living in Britain who wish to
invest small amounts of their surplus
money in order to earn a regular
recurrent income in a manner consistent with Shariah," he says.
"The fund also seeks to protect
the value of their hard-earned money
from being eroded by inflation,
besides providing investors with a
vehicle that will give them the same
degree of security as if they had
deposited their money with a high
street bank or building society."
To enhance its credibility, the
company has engaged eight Islamic
experts in the UK to serve as Shariah
supervisors for the fund, and they
include Dr M Manazir Ahsan of The
Islamic Foundation in Leicester and
Mufti Yusuf Sacha of The Institute of
Islamic Jurisprudence of Batley, West
Yorkshire.
The company also sought the
written views of seven other Shariah
experts including Shaykh Nizam
Yacuby of Bahrain and Dr Fadhel Al
Hussaini al Meelani, dean of the
London-based College of Shariah,
International College of Islamic
Sciences, on its activities.
Al Tadamon as the Mudarib has
obtained the services of RBS Securities
Services (Ireland) Ltd, a subsidiary of
the Royal Bank of Scotland, to act as
an independent custodian to the fund.
Investors, who are being canNew Horizon August 1997 20

Syed Tariq Husain Joins
ANZ's Islamic Finance Team
Syed Tariq Husain has been
appointed Director and Head of
Global Islamic Finance at ANZ
Investment Bank, the investment
banking arm of Australia and New
Zealand Banking Group.
Reporting directly to Gordon
Branston, Head of Global Structured
Finance, Tariq will be responsible for
the further development of the investment bank's Islamic finance capabilities. ANZ Investment Bank has a long
association with Islamic Banking and
recently sponsored an Islamic fund,
First ANZ International Mudaraba
(FAIM), that will provide mediumterm financing for physical assets, primarily in the Middle East, North
Africa and Emerging Asian countries.
Tariq rejoins ANZ after a period

as Chief Executive Officer of Pakistan
Emerging Ventures Limited (a venture capital company in Pakistan).
Previously in ANZ, Tariq worked in
the areas of Treasury, Risk
Management, Funds Management
and Strategic Planning.
Gordon Branstan, Head of Global
Structured Finance ANZ Investment
Bank said:
"I am delighted that Tariq is joining the team. We took great care in
filling this position and believe that
Tariq's background and experience
will prove to be invaluable for the
investment bank. Indeed, we have
already begun to see the benefits
come through with the successful
launch of FAIM."

vassed through the network of
mosques and Islamic associations,
will be able to pay money into the
fund through the bank giro credit system in the UK, making payments particularly convenient.
"Once the yield is good and
showing results we plan to market the
mutual fund to non-Muslims in the
UK," says Stewart, who has been
involved in Islamic finance for the
past nine years, mainly in the Middle
East.
The City of London handles
about £20 billion (RM80 billion) of
Islamic funds a year for various business deals ranging from commodity

trade financing, leasing of tankers,
aircraft and equipment to real estate.
The end-users are the multinational
corporations such as Ford, General
Motors and IBM.
Besides Kleinwort Benson, other
City notables such as Citibank
International, ANZ Investment Bank
and Robert Fleming Ltd have their
own Islamic investment divisions.
The fund is intended to 'fill a gap'
in the market and is claimed to be the
first step towards the establishment of
a range of Islamically acceptable
financial services to be made available
to Muslims living in UK and Europe.
— Tan Kah Peng

New Horizon Bound Volume 1996
Comb-bound Volume V of New Horizon for the year 1996 is now available at
UK40 (US$75) per copy, including postage and packing.

The Volume includes all twelve issues published in 1996. A few copies of Volume IV
a collection of 1995 issues are still available, and can be ordered at the same price.
Please send your orders, including your name and postal address, telephone numbers and,
if available, fax number and email address, to:
The Publications Manager

Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance
144-146 Kings Cross Road, London WC1X 9DH
Remittance to be made by cheque/draft, payable at a UK bank made out to the
'Institute of Islamic Banking and Insurance'.

our growth speaks for itself
Beximco's 18 Companies employing over 6,500
persons having total turnover of Taka 2.5 billion and
total assets exceeding Taka one billion are engaged in
industrial manufacturing, construction activities and
international trading.
We are involved in marine food export, shrimp farming,
pharmaceutical, agro-chemical, garments, computers,
soil investigation, foundation and piling works, deep
tubewell drilling, bridges, superstructures and road
buildings, hydraulic structure and general construction,
besides being the world's largest jute yarn manufacturer.
We also handle over 3.5% of Bangladesh's total export.
We welcome co-operation with others technological
joint ventures and for investment in new activities.

13130MCD

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIAL AND INTERNATIONAL TRADING

305-A Finchley Road (1st Floor)
London NW3 6DT
Phone:0171 435 4943
Fax: 0171 794 7086
Telex: 8956871 BEXIMCO G

The Dawning of a New Era
There is a Bank that combines
established Islamic values with
state-of-the-art technology.
A Bank which believes it's
customers are it's greatest asset.
A Bank with highly skilled
professionals ready to welcome
and serve you around the
world or around the corner.

Faysal Islamic Bank
of Bahrain EC
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To find out more about how
we can help you, call now on
(+973) 227040

